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Abstract: The existence of soil macropores is a common phenomenon. Due
to the existence of soil macropores, the amount of solute loss carried by
water is deeply modified, which affects watershed hydrologic response. In
this study, a new improved BP (Back Propagation) neural network method,
using Levenberg–Marquand training algorithm, was used to analyze the solute
loss on slopes taking into account the soil macropores. The rainfall intensity,
duration, the slope, the characteristic scale of macropores and the adsorption
coefficient of ions, are used as the variables of network input layer. The
network middle layer is used as hidden layer, the number of hidden nodes is
five, and a tangent transfer function is used as its neurons transfer function.
The cumulative solute loss on the slope is used as the variable of network
output layer. A linear transfer function is used as its neurons transfer function.
Artificial rainfall simulation experiments are conducted in indoor experimental tanks in order to verify this model. The error analysis and the performance
comparison between the proposed method and traditional gradient descent
method are done. The results show that the convergence rate and the prediction
accuracy of the proposed method are obviously higher than that of traditional
gradient descent method. In addition, using the experimental data, the influence of soil macropores on slope solute loss has been further confirmed before
the simulation.
Keywords: Solute loss; soil macropores; improved BP neural network; slope

1 Introduction
The use of soil solute including: soil organic matter, chemical fertilizer, pesticides etc., has
been widely accepted as being indispensable in most agricultural systems. The Soil and Fertilizer
Institute at the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, investigated the application amounts
of fertilizer and the results showed that the applying of nitrogen is far more than the demand of
food crops because only 35% of the fertilizers are absorbed by crops.
One of the main reasons for this may be the existence of soil macropores. A great many
indoor and field experimental studies have shown that the existence of soil macropores such as
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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worm holes, root channels and cracks, are common phenomenon. Soil macropores have been
recognized as significant pathways for water and solute movement in field soil, although the
volume is only 0.1% to 5% of the soil [1,2]. An additional reason may be, that when rainfall
intensity exceeds infiltration capacity, an overland flow will be generated which leads to solute
migration and loss [3]. In considersing soil macropores, it is meaningful to combine these two
reasons when determining the accurate amount of slope solute loss transferring from the soil to
the overland flow. This study is not only a basis for regarding nutrient loss, but also is essential
for the agricultural management of non-point source pollution [4].
Previous studies have simulated the solute transport process from soil to runoff [5–9]. However, in most of these models, the soil was generally assumed as a homogeneous matterand the
soil macropores were ignored.
The importance of the soil macropores for solute transport has been demonstrated, either
in situ [10,11] or in the laboratory, by means of breakthrough experiments on small undisturbed
soil columns [12,13]. However, recently there has been more concern about: the description of
the macropore’s structure; the movement mechanisms of solute in soil macropores, the exchange
rules for water and solute movement between the soil matrix region and the macropore region
[14–19]. While considering soil macropores, little is yet known about how to determine accurately
the amount of slope solute transfer from the soil to the overland flow.
In regards to soil macropores, the solute loss carried by overland flow is a very complex
process. There are many parameters influencing this process, such as: rainfall characteristics; land
surface characteristics; runoff erosion; soil corrosion resistance; physical and chemical properties
of the solute; ambient temperature, and so on [20–23]. The simulation model of the slope solute
migration with overland flow, considering soil macropores, should contain all the influence factors,
however, each specific aspect of the complex process is still unclear. It is difficult for the existing
deterministic model to describe the complex process involved [24].
Based on the measured experimental data, the BP neural network has a strong generalization
ability [25–33]. It is not necessary for the BP neural network model to analyze the internal specific
process. After the BP neural network model is trained, using the measurement input and output
data, the slope solute transport model equivalent to the actual physical process is established.
Traditional BP neural network using gradient descent method has a slow convergence rate and
is easy to fall into local minimum value. So the objectives of this study are, to try to apply
an improved BP neural network prediction method in order to define the process of slope loss
transport with overland flow, with consideration to the soil macropores. Also, to test the validity
of this method by means of indoor experimentation of artificial rainfall simulation.
The remainer of this study is organized as follows: Section 2, describes the design idea of the
improved BP neural network prediction method for slope solute loss considering soil macropores.
Section 3 describes the indoor experiment and method in order to verify the validity of the
proposed model. The results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides a summary of the
results and a discussion on the limitations and the practical implications of this study.
2 The Design Idea of the Improved BP Neural Network Prediction Method for Slope Solute Loss
Considering Soil Macropores
2.1 The Improved BP Algorithm
Based on BP (Back Propagation) error Back Propagation algorithm, BP neural network is
multilayer feedforward neural networks. It can learn and store a lot of input-output mapping
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relation without prior describing the mapping relationship. Traditional BP neural network using
gradient descent method has a slow convergence rate and is easy to fall into local minimum value.
Therefore, in this paper, the improved BP algorithm is used for solute loss on slope considering
soil macropores. In the optimization algorithm, Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is a very effective
method of design optimization. In this method, the error indicator is defined as
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where, wt , wt+1 is the network weight vector of the iteration of t and t + 1. I is the identity
matrix. Proportional coefficient µ is constant, µ > 0. Ĵ is a Jacobian matrix of n × p dimension,
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For the Eq. (1), it is necessary for the matrix of p × p dimensional to inversion calculation.
The inverse method of the p × p dimensional matrix is as follows.
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For the Eq. (5), it is necessary for solve an inverse of n × n dimension matrix. When the
number of network output n = 1, Ĵ is a a row vector of p dimension, the Eq. (5) can be changed
to
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According to the weights adjustment of Eq. (6), the speed of matrix inversion is accelerated.
If the number of the network output n = 1, in the calculation of the weights adjustment
parameters, the network can be decomposed into a single output (n = 1) network. In this process,
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the adjustment of parameters is achieved by means of smooth change between Gauss-Newton
method (m → 0) and gradient descent method (m → ∞).
2.2 The Analysis of Factors Influencing Slope Solute Loss
The slope solute loss carried by the overland flow considering soil macropores is a complex
physical and chemical process. The process is influenced by: rainfall characteristics; surface conditions; soil characteristics; solute nature; terrain (slope and slope length); tillage and fertilization
methods, and so on, by means of the solute dissolution and absorption; the raindrop splash effect,
the runoff erosion effect; and the turbulent diffusion of solute [20]. It is known that all of these
factors can be classified as rainfall characteristics, solute characteristics and underlying surface
characteristics, including soil characteristics and terrain characteristics [34,35]. Solute is the main
focus of this study. The soil is the space medium body for the solute register and motion. The
rainfall is the driver of the solute migration with the surface runoff.
Rainfall characteristics, in a broad sense, include: rainfall intensity; raindrop spectrum; raindrop kinetic energy; rainfall duration; the rainstorm’s center and the rainfall pattern, etc. However,
considering the convenience of experimental observation and quantitative,the intensity, duration
and pattern are often chosen to describe rainfall characteristics in practical applications. Some
studies have shown that slope solute loss increases with the increase of rainfall intensity [36–38].
Rainfall has also obvious influence on the slope solute loss. In regards to surface runoff, the longer
the rainfall duration, the more solute loss is observed [39]. It has been determined that the rain
pattern has little effect on the solute losses in the runoff [40].
The solute characteristics include the physical and chemical properties of the solute. In terms
of the adsorption mechanism, adsorption makes the solute remain in the soil and therefore
affects its mobility. The adsorption behavior of the different solute on the soil varies [41]. In
representing the environmental behavior between the soil and the solute, the adsorption coefficient
is an important parameter reflecting the process of adsorption.
The underlying surface characteristics include the characteristics of both the soil and the
terrain. The soil texture and soil macropores can be used to describe the soil’s characteristics [42].
Walton et al. [20] draw a conclusion that the solute loss on slopes with sandy clay loam, is more
than on slopes with powder light loam and pink clay loam. Zhang et al. [43] drew the conclusion
that the slope solute loss with soil macropores is smaller than that without soil macropores. In
order to further confirm the influence of the soil macropores on the slope solute loss, an indoor
experiment under artificial rainfall simulation was conducted, and the result is shown in Section
4. The characteristic scale of the soil macropores is an important parameter which indicates the
water flow rate. In the hypothesis of laminar motion, the relationship between the average vp m of
the water flowing through a soil macropore and the characteristic scale of soil macropores dpm
can be expressed as:


vpm =

2 ϑε
τpm γ dpm
pm

μ

(7)

where, τpm is a tortuosity factor; γ is specific weight of water; ε  is an adimensional exponent;
μ is dynamic viscosity of water; ϑpm is the degree of saturation of the soil macropores and it is
defined as:
ϑpm =

Vw,pm
Vpm

(8)
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where, Vw,pm represents the volume of the water contained in the total volume of macropores
Vpm .
Terrain conditions include: the gradient of the slope; the slope length, the slope pattern and
slope direction, etc. In most of the previous studies, more attention was paid to the impact of
slope on the solute loss. Several studies reported that with the increase of slope, the solute loss
increases [44]. Some research studies showed that there is a critical slope and its range is from 15
degrees to 25 degrees [45]. When the slope is less than the critical value, the slope solute loss will
increase with the increase of slope. When the slope is greater than the critical value, the slope
solute loss will decrease with the increase of the slope.
Therefore, according to previous research results, rainfall intensity and duration have been
adopted to characterize the effects of raindrops splash on slope solute loss. The adsorption
coefficient of soil relative to the solute, is used to characterize the effects of the solute’s characteristics on the solute loss. Slope and the characteristic scale of the macropores have been chosen
to characterize the effects of the underlying surface characteristics on the slope solute loss. To
clarify, the improved BP neural network prediction method for slope solute loss considering soil
macropores consists of five input variables. These input variables are: rainfall intensity; duration;
slope; the characteristic scale of the soil macropores, and the adsorption coefficient of ion.
2.3 The Improved BP Neural Network for Solute Loss Considering Soil Macropores
Rainfall intensity and duration are directly obtained from the automatic rainfall simulation
system. The slope α can be acquired by


htop − htoe
α = arcsin
(9)
l
where, htop and htoe are the height at the top of slope and the height at the bottom of slope,
respectively. l is the length of slope. The adsorption coefficient of ion is procured by solving
the adsorption isotherm based on the adsorption experiments. The characteristic scale of the soil
macropores is gained by the calculation of the improved VIMAC model simulation [46,47].
The improved VIMAC model is an infiltration model and the main ideas of the model are
as follows. The water reaching the soil surface is divided between the matrix and the permanent
macropores. The equation of motion assumed for matrix flow domain is the Darcy equation:
q = −k (h)

∂H
∂z

(10)

where, q is the specific discharge; k (h) is unsaturated hydraulic conductivity; H is the potential
energy of a unit weight and z is the vertical elevation upon an arbitrary reference. The flow
through the permanent macropores is modeled with a kinematic wave equation:
∂qm
∂qm
+c
+ crw = 0
∂t
∂z

(11)

where qm is the volume flux density; c is the kinematic wave velocity; r is the macropore sorbance
as decrease of volume flux density per unit depth, and w is the macropore moisture content. The
horizontal infiltration is from the macropores into the matrix. An internal catchment of water is
inside the dead end macropores.
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Zhang [46], provided the solving method to improve the VIMAC model as well as also
determining the estimation methods and listing the measuring methods regarding the model
parameters. As the infiltration parameter, the characteristic scale of soil macropores is calibrated
by the measured data concerning the infiltration volume.
The output variable of the improved BP neural network prediction method is the cumulative
solute loss on the slope. The slope cumulative solute loss SL is calculated by:

SL =
Csolute (t) × R (t)
(12)
where, R (t) is the measured value of surface runoff at time t and Csolute (t) represents the solute
concentration of the surface runoff at the same time.
The structure of the improved BP
considering soil macropores is shown
structure of three layer network is used.
optimization theory is used for network

neural network prediction method for slope solute loss
in Fig. 1. An improved BP neural network using the
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm based on numerical
training. The neural network structure is [5-5-1].
Input
Layer

Characteristic Scale
of Macropore

Nornalization

Rainfall Intensity

Nornalization

Rainfall Duration

Nornalization

Slope

Nornalization

Adsorption
Coefficient of Ions

Nornalization

Hidden
Layer

Output
Layer

Anti-Normalization

Cumulative
Solute Loss

Figure 1: The structure of the improved BP neural network prediction method for slope solute
loss considering soil macropores
After obtaining input and output variables, standardization pretreatment is conducted. The
data of input and output is normalized into the range [0, 1]. The relatively large data still fall the
place of large gradient of transfer function, so that the performance of the network training is
improved. Here, the normalization method using the following equation.
∧

x=

x − xmin
xmax − xmin

(13)
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∧

where, x is the normalization value, x is a specific value of input and output variables, xmin is the
minimum value of input and output variables, xmax is the maximum value of input and output
variables.
The middle layer of the neural network is hidden layer. The tangent transfer function tansig
( ) is used as its transfer function. If the number of neurons in the network hidden layer is too
little, it will cause the discomfort of the network. On the other hand, if the number of neurons in
the network hidden layer is too large, it can cause the adaptability of the network. In this paper,
the number of the network hidden layer nodes is five. The variable of the network output layer is
cumulative solute loss. The linear transfer function purelin( ) is used as its transfer function. The
network output data is anti-normalized, so that the cumulative solute loss on slope is obtained.
3 Materials and Method
In order to test the verify of the proposed model, an indoor slope water flow experiment was
carried out in experimental tanks. The soil samples (referred to as Yangling soils) were, extracted
from an experimental field site at Yangling District, Xi’an, China.
3.1 Soil Physical Characteristics
In order to accurately simulate actual field conditions, a stratified earth method is adopted,
i.e., 0∼15 cm is the first layer and 15∼30 cm is the second layer. According to the U.S.D.A., the
soil is classified as a heavy loam. The soil water characteristic curve, as shown in Fig. 2, was determined by a negative pressure meter method. Tab. 1 summaries the soil’s basic physicochemical
properties.

Figure 2: Soil water characteristic curve
Due to the complexity and diversity of the affecting factors, the soil water characteristic
curve has not been established theoretically, and the relationship between the soil’s moisture and
matric potential, along with the empirical formulas, are usually used to describe it. The common
empirical formulas include Van-Genuchten, Brook-Corey, Kosugi and so on. In comparison with
the other formula, the formula of Van-Genuchten can not only achieve a smooth curve, but also is
universally applicable for most soil. Therefore, it is used to describe the hydraulics characteristics.
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The fitting curve can be established by means of the nonlinear function Isqcurvefit in Matlab and
the average hydraulics characteristics value of the 11 kinds of different soil proposed by Rawls
et al. [48], is regarded as the initial value of the input:
 
θ h = 0.2538 + 

0.4708 − 0.2538
1 + |2.2972h|1.3822

(14)

1
1− 1.3822

where, θ (h) is volumetric water content h is matric suction head.
Table 1: The basic physicochemical properties of soil collected from Yangling, XI’AN, China
Depth

Saturated
hydraulic
conductivity
(10−6 m/s)

Bulk
density
(g/cm3 )

Porosity (%)

Organic
content
(%)

Texture

0–15 cm
15–30 cm

1.62
1.33

1.27
1.31

42.1
35.1

1.79
1.80

Heavy loam soil

3.2 The Experimental Tanks
The experiment is conducted in three tanks with variable slope. The sizes of experimental
tanks are shown in Tab. 2. A stratified filling method is adopted in order to accurately simulate
actual field conditions.
Table 2: The sizes of the experimental tanks
Length (m)

Width (m)

Height (m)

Number

Texture

2.0

0.55

0.30

3

steel

The difference among the three experimental tanks lies in the underlying surfaces. Alfalfa is
evenly grown in experimental tank 1. Alfalfa is a legume medicago, and also a perennial herb. Its
root is rich, and it is an ideal plant to generate macropores. There are artificial macropores of 8
mm diameter in experimental tank 2. The plane distribution of the soil macropores is shown in
Fig. 3. Where, “5”, “20” and “30”, represent that the depth of the macropores is 5, 20 and 30 cm,
respectively. The production method of the artificial macropores is as follows. In the process of
filling, according to the plane distribution of the soil macropores, a stainless steel pole is buried
at different depths. After the filling is completed, the pole is pulled out gently. Experimental tank
3 is a bare slope. The underlying surfaces of three experimental tanks are shown in Fig. 4.
It takes a period of time for the plant to grow, therefore, before the rainfall, the same mass
of water is added to tanks 1, 2 and 3. In the absence of rain, the experimental tanks are moved
outdoors and are dried in the sun. In rainy weather, the experimental tanks are moved into the
lab. The experiments can be conducted when the plants are mature.
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Figure 3: Plane distribution of the soil macropores

Figure 4: The underlying surface of the three experimental tanks
In the process of the infiltration simulation, it is assumed that the distribution of the roots
of Alfalfa is uniform. That is to say, the distribution of the soil macropores in experimental
tank 1 is uniform. Only the artificial macropores are considered in tank 2. The soil in tank 3
is regarded as homogeneous soil without considering the soil macropores. In order to run the
improved VIMAC model, the measured data of experimental tank 3 is applied to determine the
infiltration parameters in the matrix flow domain; the measured data of experimental tank 1 is
used to calculate the infiltration parameters in macropores flow domain and horizontal infiltration,
and then the measured data of experimental tank 2 is used to test the infiltration model.
The outlets position of the surface runoff, the interflow and the groundwater runoff located
above the bottom of the experimental tank are 0.35, 0.175 and 0 cm, respectively.
The optimal fittings for the measured surface runoff process, the measured undersurface
runoff process and the profile of soil moisture are usually regarded as the criterion to judge the
infiltration model. Here, the least square method between the measured undersurface runoff and
the simulated undersurface runoff, is used as the standard.
3.3 The Artificial Rainfall Simulation System
The automatic rainfall simulation system, in the lateral jet zone of the State Key Laboratory
of Soil Erosion and Dryland Farming on the Loess Plateau, is used as the artificial rainfall system.
The actual rainfall height of the artificial simulation system is 16 m and the rainfall terminal
speeds meet the natural rainfall characteristics’ requirement. The rainfall intensity control range
is from 15 to 260 mm/h and the rainfall uniformity is above 85%.
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3.4 The Experimental Method
A total of nine artificial rainfalls simulation are conducted for the three experimental tanks.
Before each rainfall, 1.7g KBr is dissolved in the water, and 1000 mL solution is compounded
and is uniformly spilled into the three experimental tanks. The surface runoff, interflow and
groundwater runoff are measured using the gravimetric method. The soil volumetric water content
is measured by the negative pressure meter method. Br− is conservative ion. There is not any
movement of adsorption and transformation, only the movement of migration in the soil tank.
The Br− concentration of water samples is measured by colorimetry. The Br− loss is calculated
by the measured surface runoff multiplied by the Br− concentration of water samples at the same
time.
In the process of the experiment, the raindrops make the surface soil in the experimental
tank erode causing the geometry of soil macropores to be affected. Therefore, before every
rainfall, according to the plane distribution of the macropores, stainless steel poles of different
lengths are inserted into soil at different depths. Then, the poles are pulled out slowly, so that
the characteristics of the macropores remain basically unchanged throughout the course of the
experiment.
4 Results and Discussions
The impact of the soil macropores on slope solute loss is discussed before simulation model
output results, in order to stress importance of the soil macropores.
4.1 The Impact of the Soil Macropores on Slope Solute Loss
During the nine rainfall events, the Br− loss carried by surface runoff is calculated. The
results show that the Br− loss carried by the surface runoff on the slope with soil macropores is
smaller than that on slope without soil macropores. For example, for a particular artificial rainfall
event, the Br− loss carried by the surface runoff in experimental tanks 1, 2 and 3 is 42.54, 32.32
and 72.15 mg, respectively. For another particular artificial rainfall event, the Br− loss carried
by the surface runoff in experiment tanks 1, 2 and 3 is 35.67, 30.62 and 38.37 mg, respectively.
The reason may be that there were fast channels in the macropores slope, causing an increment
of amount and speed of the leaching of the Br− and it being, carried by the water towards
deeper layers, and thereby there was relatively small amounts of Br− on the surface. So that Br−
loss carried by surface runoff on slope with soil macropores was relatively smaller. The dynamic
change of the Br− loss rate in the surface runoff is shown in Fig. 5.
The Br− has a negative charge, which carries the same charge as the soil particles. The soil
particles exclude from the Br− , so that the Br− easily separates from the soil particles and migrates
with the solution. After the start of rainfall, due to raindrop’s striking the soil, the Br− on the
soil surface mixes with the rainfall. One part of mixture migrates to the lower layer with water
infiltration and, another part of mixture remains in the topsoil. After the start of the runoff,
the topsoil Br− migrates with the runoff water. Due to the Br− having characteristics of easy
migration, the Br− in the surface runoff decreases rapidly. The action of the raindrops hitting the
soil and the runoff erosion causes, the upper layer of soil produces loss, and the lower layer of
soil gradually supply to the Br− in surface runoff. Therefore, the Br− supplied to surface runoff
decreases, so that the rate of the Br− loss in surface runoff decreases and enters into a stage of
gentle change. Under the condition of raindrops striking the soil and the runoff erosion effect,
the Br− observed in the upper layer of the soil will tend to be zero and the subsoil may begin
to gradually supper Br− . So the rate that the Br− loss in surface runoff will diminish and go
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flat changes in different stages. In the early stage of rainfall, there is an obvious difference in the
Br− loss amount. In the late stage of rainfall, the loss rate of the Br− tends to the same. In the
prophase of rainfall, the Br− loss rate rapidly declines. With the increase of rainfall duration, the
Br− loss rate tends to be low.

Br- Los s Rate/(mg.min-1)

90
80

Tank 1
Tank 2
Tank 3

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Time/min

Figure 5: The dynamic change of the Br− loss rate in the surface runoff
4.2 The Model Validation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed BP neural network model for slope solute loss
considering soil macropores, the data of the solute cumulative loss with nine rainfalls and twenty
seven slopes are measured. The input data of BP neural network method for slope cumulative
solute loss is shown in Fig. 6. One hundred forty four sets of experiment data are obtained. It is
used as the input data of the improved BP neural network prediction method for slope solute loss.
The experimental data is divided into three parts, which is used to train the model, validate the
model and test the model. A quarter of the experiment data is used to validate the model, and
a quarter of the experiment data is used to test the model, and other experiment data is used to
train the model. The training sample data, the validation sample data and the testing sample data
are selected from the acquired experiment data using intervals method. The improved BP neural
network prediction method for slope solute loss is trained using the sample data. The normalized
experiment data is used for the training of the network.
The comparison of the mean squared error between gradient descent method and the proposed method is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For both of the method, the number of network layer
are three, the number of hidden layer nodes is five. As can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8, the
convergence rate of solute loss prediction neural network using the proposed method is much
faster than that of solute loss prediction neural network using gradient descent method. And the
prediction accuracy of the proposed method is higher than that of gradient descent method. With
the increase in the training time, the network error decreases. And the characteristics of validation
error are similar to that of testing error. The results show that the proposed method is effective.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the comparison of solute loss
prediction performance between gradient descent method and the proposed method is analyzed.
The comparison of solute loss prediction results is shown in Fig. 9. The comparison of slope
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solute loss prediction error is shown in Fig. 10. The prediction results of slope cumulative solute
loss using the proposed method are shown in Tab. 3.
1.4
The Characteristics Scale of Macropore
Adsorption Coefficient of Ion

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

30
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Number of Samples

Number of Samples

(a)

(b)

120

150

900

Cumulative Solute Loss/mg

800
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0
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90

120

150

Number of Samples

(c)

Figure 6: Input data of BP neural network model for slope solute loss considering soil macropores
(a) Rainfall intensity, rainfall duration and slope (b) The characteristics scale of macropore and
adsorption coefficient (c) The cumulative solute loss
In Tab. 3, “Experiment” represents measured cumulative solute loss, “GD” represents the
cumulative solute loss results using gradient descent method, “Error of GD” represents the
absolute error of the cumulative solute loss results using gradient descent method, “Proposed”
represents the cumulative solute loss results using the proposed method, “Error of proposed”
represents the absolute error of the cumulative solute loss results using the proposed method.
As can be seen from Figs. 9, 10 and Tab. 3, slope solute loss prediction error using gradient
descent BP neural network method is very large, and slope solute loss prediction error using
the proposed method is little. The maximum absolute error of slope cumulative solute loss using
gradient descent method is 7.19 mg, and that of the proposed method is within a range of 2 mg.
The results show that the effectiveness of the proposed method again.
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5 Summary
This study of slope solute loss model considering soil macropores, is significant to the agricultural management of non-point source pollution and nutrient loss. In this study, a new improved
BP neural network prediction method for slope solute loss considering soil macropores based on
Levenberg–Marquardt training algorithm is proposed in this paper. The input variables include:
rainfall intensitys rainfall durations slopes the characteristic scale of the soil macropores, and the
adsorption coefficient of ion. The output variable is the cumulative solute loss on the slope. The
rainfall intensity and duration are directly obtained from the automatic rainfall simulation system.
The slope is obtained by measuring the elevation of the experimental tank, as well as the length
of the experimental tank. The adsorption coefficient of ion is obtained by adsorption experiments
and the relevant references. The characteristic scale of the soil macropores is obtained by the
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calculation of the improved VIMAC model simulation. In order test the feasibility of this model,
artificial rainfall simulation experiments are conducted in indoor experimental tanks. In addition,
the impact of the soil macropores on slope solute loss has been further confirmed before the
simulation.
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Figure 9: The comparison of slope cumulative solute loss (a) The whole comparison curve (b)
Partial comparison curve one (c) Partial comparison curve two
Our results demonstrate, that the total loss and the average loss rate of the Br− carried by
the surface runoff with soil macropores are less than those without soil macropores. In the early
stage of the rainfall, there is an obvious difference in the Br− loss total amount. In the late
stage of the rainfall, the loss rate of the Br− tends to the same. The error analysis and the
performance comparison between the proposed method and traditional gradient descent method
are done. The results show that the convergence rate of neural network for slope cumulative solute
loss prediction using the proposed method is much faster than that of neural network for slope
cumulative solute loss prediction using gradient descent method. And the prediction accuracy of
the proposed method is higher than that of gradient descent method. The proposed method meets
the requirements of application. However, if different sizes experimental tanks are used, the result
may vary, which requires further research.
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Table 3: The comparison results of slope cumulative solute loss
Rainfall
intensity
/(mm.h−1 )

Rainfall
duration
/min

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
...
120

56.8
28.6
58.6
26.0
56.0
26.2
56.2
26.8
56.8
26.2
56.2
26.2
...
56.2

Slope/◦ Characteristic
scale of
macropore
/mm
15
1.08
10
0.00
10
0.00
10
1.08
10
1.08
10
1.08
10
1.08
5
0.00
5
0.00
5
1.08
5
1.08
5
1.08
...
...
5
1.08

Adsorption
coefficient

Experiment
/mg

GD
/mg

Error of
GD/mg

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
...
0.08

858.84
463.90
808.00
392.20
771.04
344.15
772.45
382.40
762.41
411.67
770.39
403.47
...
823.58

851.64−7.19
460.85−3.05
802.27−5.73
389.82−2.39
764.83−6.21
342.25−1.91
766.23−6.22
380.00−2.40
756.86−5.55
409.10−2.56
764.36−6.03
400.99−2.48
...
...
817.01−6.56

Proposed
/mg

Error of
proposed
/mg

856.84
464.08
806.26
392.06
769.58
344.31
770.98
383.09
760.85
411.11
768.62
402.97
...
821.66

−2.00
0.18
−1.74
−0.14
−1.46
0.15
−1.47
0.69
−1.56
−0.56
−1.77
−0.51
...
−1.92
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